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Abstract

Task-oriented dialogues aim at providing users001
with task-specific services. To provide satis-002
factory services, two major challenges exist:003
1) users are not able to fully describe their004
complex needs due to lack of task knowledge,005
and; 2) systems need to personalize the ser-006
vice to their users since different users have007
different profiles and preferences. In order008
to solve these challenges, systems need to009
be able to ask questions so as to clarify the010
user’s profile and needs. However, existing011
task-oriented dialogue systems ignore this as-012
pect. In this paper, we formulate the prob-013
lem of asking clarification questions in task-014
oriented dialogue systems. To this end, we015
propose a dialogue-based user simulator to col-016
lect a dataset, called TaskClariQ1. We further017
propose a new System Ask paradigm and a018
Multi-Attention Seq2Seq Networks (MAS2S)019
that implements it. Experimental results on020
TaskClariQ show that MAS2S outperforms021
competitive baselines.022

1 Introduction023

While using personal assistant dialogue systems024

to solve domain-specific tasks, users often fail to025

formulate their complex request needs. As a conse-026

quence, systems may provide inaccurate solutions027

to users’ requests due to the systems inability to028

know all the needed information about the user re-029

quest and users themselves (Louvan and Magnini,030

2020; Madotto et al., 2020). In other words, a sys-031

tem should always assess its level of confidence for032

a candidate solution first, and then decide whether033

to return this solution or ask a clarification ques-034

tion.035

Figure 1 shows an example of a task-oriented036

dialogue. Given a task knowledge, a user profile,037

and a user request, the task-oriented dialogue sys-038

tem should provide a solution to the user request.039

1To foster research in this area, the dataset and code will
be made public upon paper’s acceptance.
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Figure 1: An example of a task-oriented dialogue sys-
tem asking a clarification question.

In this example we see that the user wants to get 040

help on export. However, in the user request, the 041

user does not mention what goods the user wants 042

to export. Therefore, the system needs to ask a 043

clarification question “Do you want to export chem- 044

icals?”. From the user profile, the system knows 045

that the goods will be used for medical purposes 046

but does not know whether these goods are con- 047

trolled drugs. Thus the system needs to ask an- 048

other clarification question “Are these chemicals 049

controlled drugs used for medical?”. The user’s re- 050

sponses to the clarification questions aid the system 051

to get a better understanding about the user request. 052

Therefore asking clarification questions based on 053

the task knowledge is crucial in order to provide 054

a more accurate solution for the task-oriented dia- 055

logue system. 056

With the recent advances in neural approaches 057

to conversational AI, researchers have been devel- 058

oping data-driven methods on task-oriented dia- 059

logue for either modularized systems or end-to-end 060

systems. For example, RASA (Bocklisch et al., 061

2017), ConvLab (Zhu et al., 2020), and Conversa- 062

tion Learner (Shukla et al., 2020) are made to allow 063

the use of data-driven approaches based on ma- 064

chine learning to develop dialogue modules. End 065
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to-end trainable dialogue systems have also been066

studied (Budzianowski and Vulić, 2019; Lin et al.,067

2020; Hosseini-Asl et al., 2020; Yang et al., 2021).068

Although these methods have achieved promising069

results, they fail in proactively asking clarification070

questions to the users in order to clarify user’s re-071

quests. In regular dialogue systems, clarification072

question generation solved by generation-based073

models (Kumar and Black, 2020; Cao et al., 2019)074

or ranking-based models (Xu et al., 2019; Alianne-075

jadi et al., 2019). However, prior work on clarifi-076

cation question generation ignores task knowledge077

and task-related user profile, which cannot be di-078

rectly applied on task-oriented dialogue.079

In this paper we formulate asking clarification080

question about user request in task-oriented dia-081

logue based on task knowledge. To this end, we082

propose a dialogue-based user simulator and col-083

lect a novel dataset, called TaskClariQ, building084

on top of the ShARC (Saeidi et al., 2018) dataset.085

Our dataset includes a larger number of dialogue086

instances and has more complex task-related per-087

sonalized information in user profiles. We pro-088

pose a System Ask paradigm for response gener-089

ation on task-oriented dialogues and propose a090

Multi-Attention Seq2Seq Network (MAS2S) ar-091

chitecture as an implementation of this paradigm,092

which generates clarification question and solutions093

in a single model. MAS2S comprises of a dia-094

logue encoder, a user profile encoder, a task knowl-095

edge encoder, a solution confidence embedding096

network, and a response decoder. Experiments on097

TaskClariQ dataset demonstrate the effectiveness098

of MAS2S.099

The contributions of this paper can be summa-100

rized as follows:101

• We introduce the problem of asking clarifying102

questions on task-oriented dialogue based on103

user request, user profile, and task knowledge104

to better understand dialogue context.105

• We design a dialogue-based user simulator106

to construct a new data collection called107

TaskClariQ for clarification question gener-108

ation on task-oriented dialogues.109

• We propose a System Ask paradigm for task-110

oriented dialogue and then propose a Multi-111

Attention Seq2Seq Networks (MAS2S) archi-112

tecture as an implementation of this paradigm.113

2 Related Work 114

2.1 Task-Oriented Dialogue 115

Task-oriented dialogue systems have focused on 116

providing information and performing actions that 117

can be handled by given task knowledge. Tradi- 118

tional systems (Wen et al., 2017; Eric et al., 2017; 119

Lei et al., 2018; Zhong and Zettlemoyer, 2019; 120

Liang et al., 2020; Feng et al., 2021; Yang et al., 121

2021) adopt a pipelined approach that requires di- 122

alogue state tracking for understanding the user’s 123

goal, dialogue policy learning for deciding which 124

system action to take, and natural language genera- 125

tion for generating dialogue responses. 126

With the emergence of multi-domain Task- 127

oriented dialogue datasets (Budzianowski et al., 128

2018; Shah et al., 2018; Rastogi et al., 2020; Feng 129

et al., 2020; Gunasekara et al., 2021), the method- 130

ology is roughly seen to gradually progress from 131

modularized modeling to generation and end-to- 132

end modeling over the recent years. (Budzianowski 133

and Vulić, 2019) first applied the GPT-2 model 134

for the response generation task. (Lin et al., 2020) 135

and (Yang et al., 2021) moved one step forward 136

and utilized an end-to-end framework to solve task- 137

oriented dialogue sub-tasks conditioned on the his- 138

tory of dialogue states. Based on the GPT-2 model, 139

(Hosseini-Asl et al., 2020) proposed a cascaded 140

model without using the oracle information. To im- 141

prove the system performance, (Peng et al., 2021) 142

and (Liu et al., 2021) applied dialogue pre-training 143

over external dialogue corpora. 144

However, one of the major factors affecting task- 145

oriented dialogue research is the lack of large-scale 146

task-oriented dialogue data on the general domains. 147

In addition, we noticed that task-oriented dialogue 148

can be very personalized. Different users may need 149

different solutions even on the same request. Sys- 150

tem should proactively ask questions of the users 151

to clarify their personalized information needs. As 152

a result, we collect a task-oriented dialogue dataset 153

that contains clarification questions in the general 154

domains, and we further propose an attention-based 155

seq2seq model for clarification question genera- 156

tion. 157

2.2 Clarification Question Generation 158

With the emerging of various conversational 159

devices, clarification question generation has 160

achieved new attention in recent years. (Xu et al., 161

2019) collected a clarification dataset to ad- 162

dress ambiguity arising in knowledge-based ques- 163
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tion answering. (Aliannejadi et al., 2019) pro-164

posed a clarification model to improve open-165

domain information-seeking conversations. (Ku-166

mar and Black, 2020) generated clarification ques-167

tions by sampling comments from StackExchange168

posts. (Zhang et al., 2018; Rao and Daumé III,169

2019) proposed an RL-based model for generating170

a clarifying question in order to identify missing171

information in product descriptions. (Cao et al.,172

2019) proposed to feed expected question speci-173

ficity along with the context to generate specific as174

well as generic clarifying questions.175

In contrast to prior work on clarification ques-176

tion, this work focuses on generating clarification177

questions to understand user request, user profile,178

and complex task-related dialogue context based on179

task knowledge in task-oriented dialogue system.180

3 Problem Formalization181

3.1 The System Ask Paradigm182

An important challenge of a task-oriented dialogue183

system is that the system asks clarification ques-184

tions to the users in order to understand the user’s185

requests more accurately, and to increase its confi-186

dence with the provided solution. Based on this phi-187

losophy, we propose a clarification question gener-188

ation paradigm in task-oriented dialogue as shown189

in Figure 2.190

After a user initiates a dialogue session by pro-191

viding an initial user request related to a task, the192

system generates a response with the clarification193

question turn detection module based on the user194

request, the user profile, and the task knowledge.195

If the system is not sufficiently confident with the196

generated solution, it will then generate a clarifica-197

tion question to ask using the clarification question198

generation module, which also considers the user199

request, the user profile, and the task knowledge.200

After the user responses to the clarification ques-201

tion, the system returns to the previous state, but202

this time it does not only consider the user’s ini-203

tial request but also the newly collected question-204

answer pair. This process will continue until the205

system is confident enough about the provided solu-206

tion, in this case the system will display the solution207

to the user.208

3.2 Notations and Problem Statement209

Figure 1 shows an example of a task-oriented di-210

alogue. A user has an initial user request R that211

relates to a specific task. In addition, a natural lan-212
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Figure 2: The workflow of the System Ask Paradigm.

guage description of the user profile U is provided. 213

We assume that R be solved using a snippet text 214

K representing the task knowledge. If the user 215

request R and user profile U are underspecified, 216

i.e., the system cannot solve R directly and further 217

information is required, the system needs to use 218

the task knowledge T and user profile U to infer a 219

clarification question Q in order to provide a more 220

accurate solution to Y . We thus build the following 221

conversation for this task-oriented behavior, 222

R|Q0, A0, Q1, A1, ..., QK , AK |Y, (1) 223

where Qk(0 ≤ k ≤ K) is the clarification question 224

asked by the system, and Ak(0 ≤ k ≤ K) is the 225

response from user. 226

Based on the above notation, the task-oriented 227

dialogue system aims at learning models for the 228

following two key tasks: 229

230

Clarification Question Generation. Given a 231

user request, a user profile, a task knowledge, and 232

a dialogue history, generate the next clarification 233

question to ask. Specifically, a generative model 234

is trained by maximizing the probability of each 235

clarification question in each of the training conver- 236

sations: 237

238

P (Qk+1|R,Q0, A0, . . . , Qk, Ak, U, T ), 239

k ∈ {0, . . . ,K} (2) 240

Solution Prediction. Given a user request, a user 241

profile, a task knowledge, and a dialogue history, 242

generate a solution for the user request. Specifi- 243

cally, a generation model is trained by maximizing 244

the probability of the ground truth solution for each 245

of the training conversations: 246

P (Y |R,Q0, A0, ..., QK , AK , U, T ) (3) 247
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Set #Dialogue #Task Knowledge #User Profile #Turns #Tokens Avg. turns per dialogue Avg. tokens per turn

All 108,599 1,742 85,749 260,924 1,053,504 2.40 4.37
Training 76,019 687 55,048 184,027 733,413 2.42 3.98
Validation 10,860 495 10,545 25,473 105,071 2.34 4.12
Testing 21,720 560 20,156 51,424 215,020 2.36 4.18

Table 1: Number of dialogues, turns, task knowledge, user profiles, average number of turn per dialogue and
average number of token per turn in training set, validation set and testing set of TaskClariQ.

4 Data Collection and Expansion248

In this section, we explain how we built TaskClariQ249

dataset, that is, to the best of our knowledge, the250

first large dataset for task-oriented dialogue dataset251

with a focus on asking clarification questions.252

We have built TaskClariQ on top of the ShARC2253

(Saeidi et al., 2018) dataset. The ShARC dataset is254

provided for conversational machine reading. This255

includes 32k question answering instances. How-256

ever, some of the instances miss the answer to users’257

questions. It also lacks of task-related personalized258

information in user profiles. To this end, we build259

TaskClariQ, which includes 110k dialogues. More-260

over, we added tasks-related personalized infor-261

mation in user profiles, which makes user profiles262

more personalized and related to the task. As such,263

we constructed TaskClariQ following a three-step264

strategy as follows:265

4.1 Task-related User Profile Generation266

Due to user profile in original ShARC dataset con-267

tains limited task-related personalized information,268

we first generate task-related dialogue to make user269

profile more related to task knowledge. We extract270

all unique clarification questions from all exist-271

ing questions in the dialogues from the ShARC272

dataset. Then, we generate the task-related user273

profile based on their short answers (Yes/No) and274

the clarification question itself. To this end, we275

proposed a template-based approach to identify the276

type of clarification question, the verb, and the277

subject of the clarification question then we gen-278

erate the task-related user profile. For instance, a279

question like “Are you a family farmer or fisher-280

man?” with the answer “No”, the type of question281

is “ARE”, the verb is “Are”, and the subject is282

“You”, the task-related user profile is: “I am not a283

family farmer or fisherman.”. Another challenge284

here is that some of the clarification questions can285

be answered in more than one way. Some ques-286

tions use “AND” or “OR” statements, e.g., “Are287

2https://sharc-data.github.io/data.html

you a fisherman or a sailor?”. An OR (AND) ques- 288

tion can have several positive and negative answers. 289

Given the high complexity of these questions, we 290

appointed three expert annotators for this task. An- 291

notators needed to write all possible positive an- 292

swers and negative answers for “OR” questions and 293

“AND” questions. 294

4.2 Generated User Profile Verification 295

In this step, we aim to address the main concern 296

which is how good are the generated user profile. 297

To improve the quality of generated user profile, we 298

also instructed the three annotators to read all the 299

clarification questions and generated user profiles, 300

correcting invalid and duplicate user profile. 301

4.3 From User Simulator to Dialogue 302

Generation 303

Finally, in the third step, we propose a user simu- 304

lation strategy to generate new dialogues and add 305

generated task-related personalized information in 306

the user profiles. For each dialogue, we have new 307

generated task-related user profiles, which can be 308

used to simulate a user and generate new dialogues. 309

Specifically, we first add all possible new task- 310

related user profiles by permuting the original user 311

profile, and then remove the related clarification 312

questions in the dialogue context. The outcome of 313

this step is a new large set of conversations which 314

makes the dataset larger, including a large pool of 315

clarification questions. In addition, user profiles 316

contain more task-related personalized information, 317

which can better verify the clarification question 318

generation ability for task-oriented dialogue sys- 319

tems. 320

We split the generated dataset into train, devel- 321

opment, and test sets such that the train set includes 322

70% of the conversation, the development set con- 323

tains 10% of them, and the rest 20% is the test set. 324

Further, the details of TaskClariQ dataset composi- 325

tion can be seen in Table 1. 326
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Figure 3: The Multi-Attention Seq2Seq Networks (MAS2S) architecture for task-oriented dialogue system.

5 Multi-Attention Seq2Seq Networks327

In this section, we propose a task-oriented dialogue328

system that is able to ask clarification questions329

based on System Ask paradigm, which can provide330

solutions according to user request, user profile,331

task knowledge, and the dialogue history. Our ap-332

proach MAS2S formalizes clarification question333

generation and solution prediction in task-oriented334

dialogue as a sequence to sequence problem us-335

ing BART (Lewis et al., 2020) and Attention Net-336

works (Vaswani et al., 2017). As shown in Fig-337

ure 3, MAS2S consists of a dialogue encoder, a338

user profile encoder, a task knowledge encoder, a339

solution confidence embeddings network, and a340

response decoder. In each turn of dialogue, the341

dialogue encoder transforms the user request and342

all the dialogue history into the dialogue embed-343

dings using BART encoder; the user profile en-344

coder transforms the user descriptions into the user345

embeddings using BART encoder; the task knowl-346

edge encoder transforms the task rules into the347

knowledge embeddings also using BART encoder;348

the solution confidence embeddings network cre-349

ates knowledge-aware dialogue representations and350

knowledge-aware user representations using atten-351

tion mechanism to calculate solution confidence352

embeddings; finally, the response decoder sequen-353

tially generates a clarification question or a solution354

on the basis of the solution confidence embeddings355

using BART decoder.356

5.1 Dialogue Encoder357

The dialogue encoder takes the user request as well358

as all the dialogue history (user and system utter-359

ances) as input and employs BART to construct the360

dialogue embeddings. The relations between the361

user request and the dialogue history are captured362

by the encoder.363

More specifically, to generate the seman-364

tic embeddings of dialogue, a BART en- 365

coder is given the token sequence X = 366

([CLS], x1, ..., xN , [SEP], x1, ..., xM , [CLS]), 367

which are the sub-word tokens of user request and 368

all the dialogue history respectively. [CLS] and 369

[SEP] are start-of-text/end-of-text and separator 370

pseudo-tokens. The output embeddings of each 371

token is used as the dialogue semantic embeddings, 372

referred to as Sd = (d1, ..., dN+M+3). 373

5.2 User Profile Encoder 374

The user profile encoder takes the descriptions of 375

user scenario (a sequence of tokens) as input and 376

employs BART to construct the user embeddings. 377

The input of the BART encoder is a sequence 378

of user profile tokens with length Nu, denoted as 379

X = ([CLS], x1, ..., xNu , [CLS]), where [CLS] is 380

start-of-text/end-of-text pseudo-tokens. The output 381

is a sequence of embeddings with length Nu + 2, 382

denoted as Su = (u1, ..., uNu+2) and referred to as 383

user profile embeddings, with one embedding for 384

each token. 385

5.3 Task knowledge Encoder 386

We also use a BART encoder to generate represen- 387

tations for task knowledge. It takes the rule text of 388

task knowledge (a sequence of tokens) as input and 389

output the task knowledge embeddings. 390

The input of the BART encoder is a sequence of 391

task knowledge tokens with length Nt, denoted as 392

X = ([CLS], x1, ..., xNt , [CLS]), where [CLS] is 393

start-of-text/end-of-text pseudo-tokens. The state 394

of the final [CLS] is used as the task knowledge 395

semantic embeddings, referred to as st. 396

5.4 Solution Confidence Embeddings 397

Network 398

The solution confidence embeddings network takes 399

the sequence of dialogue embeddings, the sequence 400

of user profile embeddings, and the task knowledge 401
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embeddings as input and first calculates knowledge-402

attended dialogue representations and knowledge-403

attended user profile representations. In this way,404

the semantic information from dialogue context405

and user profile is represented based on task knowl-406

edge. Then solution confidence embeddings can be407

obtained by the reconstructed knowledge-attended408

semantic embeddings.409

Specifically, we first use the attention mecha-410

nism to calculate knowledge-attended representa-411

tions between task knowledge st and the dialogue412

Sd / user profile Su by bilinear interaction, as fol-413

lows:414

Ad = softmax(exp(ST
d Wdst)), (4)415

Au = softmax(exp(ST
uWust)), (5)416

where Wd and Wu are the bilinear interaction ma-417

trix to be learned. Then the knowledge-attended418

dialogue representations and knowledge-attended419

user profile representations are calculated as d =420

ST
d Ad and u = ST

uAu, respectively.421

To obtain the solution confidence embedding c422

for current dialogue and user, we concatenate the423

knowledge-attended dialogue representations and424

knowledge-attended user profile representations.425

The solution confidence embedding c is derived by426

a multi-layer perceptron by the following equation:427

c = MLP([d;u]). (6)428

5.5 Response Decoder429

The system response decoder generates the re-430

sponse by attending to the solution confidence em-431

beddings. We employ a BART decoder for the432

system response decoder, which takes the solution433

confidence embedding c as its initial hidden state.434

At each decoding step t, the decoder receives the435

embedding of the previous item wt−1, and the pre-436

vious hidden state ht−1, and produces the current437

hidden state ht:438

ht = BART(wt−1, ht−1). (7)439

A linear transformation layer is used to produce440

the generated token distribution pt over the vocab-441

ulary:442

pt = softmax(VWvht + bv), (8)443

where V is the token embedding of the collection444

of vocabulary for clarification question generation445

and the candidate solutions for user request, Wv 446

and bv are transformation parameters. During de- 447

coding, the decoder employs beam search to find 448

the best sequences of tokens in terms of probability 449

of sequence. 450

5.6 Training 451

The training of MAS2S follows the standard proce- 452

dure of sequence-to-sequence. The BART model 453

is fine-tuned in the training process. Cross-entropy 454

loss is utilized to measure the loss of generating 455

system responses. 456

6 Experiments 457

6.1 Datasets 458

We evaluate our models on TaskClariQ, our new 459

collected dataset. It contains up to 110k dialogues 460

consisting of a user profile, a task knowledge, a 461

user request, a clarification question, and a user 462

response. Each user profile is associated with task 463

knowledge and includes more complex task-related 464

personalized information. Table 1 provides some 465

statics about this dataset. 466

6.2 Baselines 467

We compare between our approach and the state- 468

of-the-art baselines in task-oriented dialogues. 469

Seq2Seq (Gu et al., 2016): a neural network-based 470

Seq2Seq learning with copying mechanism, which 471

can choose sub-sequence in the input sequence and 472

put them at proper places in the output sequence. 473

SOLOIST (Peng et al., 2021): a transformer- 474

based auto-regressive language model, which sub- 475

sumes different dialogue modules into a single neu- 476

ral model to generate system responses for task- 477

oriented dialogue system. We ignore the dialogue 478

state and database information in our experiment. 479

UBAR (Yang et al., 2021): Fine-tuning the large 480

pre-trained unidirectional language model GPT-2 481

to generate response on the sequence of the entire 482

task-oriented dialogue session. 483

6.3 Evaluation Measures 484

We use the following evaluation metrics: 485

BLEU-X (Papineni et al., 2002): BLEU-X esti- 486

mates a generated response’s via measuring its 487

n-gram precision against the ground truth. X de- 488

notes the maximum size of the considered n-grams 489

(i.e. unigrams, bigrams, trigrams, and 4-grams). 490

ROUGE-X (Lin, 2004): ROUGE-X measures n- 491

gram recall between generated and ground truth 492
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Model BLEU-1 BLEU-2 BLEU-3 BLEU-4 ROUGE-1 ROUGE-2 ROUGE-L
Seq2Seq 0.217 0.131 0.046 0.036 0.221 0.075 0.211
SOLOIST 0.223 0.129 0.052 0.034 0.246 0.079 0.218
UBAR 0.274 0.165 0.086 0.048 0.291 0.102 0.273
MAS2S 0.309 0.183 0.102 0.057 0.318 0.137 0.294

Table 2: Performance of MAS2S and baselines on clarification question generation; Numbers in bold denote best
results in that metric.

Model Precision Recall F1 Accuracy
Seq2Seq 0.554 0.358 0.434 0.327
SOLOIST 0.572 0.353 0.436 0.352
UBAR 0.583 0.371 0.453 0.397
MAS2S 0.604 0.418 0.494 0.412

Table 3: Performance of MAS2S and baselines on so-
lution prediction; Numbers in bold denote best results
in that metric.

response. ROUGE-L measures the longest com-493

mon word subsequence.494

Solution Accuracy: The percentage of dialogues495

for which the solution is correctly identified.496

Solution F1: F1 score of solution prediction,497

which includes precision and recall.498

6.4 Implementation Details499

We use a pre-trained BART-base model to encode500

dialogue, user profile and task knowledge. The501

max sentence length is set to 100. The hidden size502

of attentions are all set to 768. We also use beam503

search for decoding, with a beam size of 5. The504

dropout probability is 0.1. The batch size is set to 4.505

We optimize with Adam (Kingma and Ba, 2014)506

and an initial learning rate of 1e-4.507

6.5 Experimental Results508

Table 2 and Table 3 show the experimental results.509

We can see that MAS2S performs significantly bet-510

ter than the baselines in both clarification question511

generation and solution prediction. The results indi-512

cate that MAS2S is really a general model for task-513

oriented dialogue, which can effectively leverage514

the relation between dialogue, user profile, and task515

task knowledge to generate system response. We516

conjecture that the success of MAS2S is due to its517

suitable architecture design with BART-based en-518

coder, confidence embeddings network, and BART-519

based decoder.520

Figure 4: Ablation study results of MAS2S with re-
spect to BART, and confidence embeddings network on
TaskClariQ.

7 Discussions 521

7.1 Ablation Study 522

We also conduct ablation study on MAS2S. We 523

validate the effects of two factors: BART-based 524

encoder/decoder and confidence embeddings net- 525

work. The results indicate that all the components 526

of MAS2S are indispensable. 527

Effect of BART. To investigate the effectiveness 528

of using BART in the dialogue encoder, user profile 529

encoder, task knowledge encoder, and response de- 530

coder, we replace BART with Bi-directional LSTM 531

and run the model on TaskClariQ. As shown in 532

Figure 3, the performance of the BiLSTM-based 533

model MAS2S-w/oBART in terms of BLEU-1, 534

ROUGE-L, Accuracy, and F1 decreases signifi- 535

cantly compared with MAS2S. It indicates that 536

the BART-based encoder/decoder can create and 537

utilize more accurate representations for dialogue, 538

user profile, and task knowledge. 539

Effect of Confidence Embeddings Network. To 540

investigate the effectiveness of using the confi- 541

dence embeddings network, we compare MAS2S 542

with MAS2S-w/oCEN which eliminates the con- 543

fidence embeddings network module. Figure 3 544
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Initial Request

U: Can my Business use Centrepay?

Dialogue Context

S: Do you have licensing and accreditation?

U: Yes

S: Do you use layby services?

U: Yes

Generated response

Ground Truth Does your business have registration?

MAS2S Do you register?

Seq2Seq Do you follow financial and privacy laws?

Task Domain Knowledge

Businesses that use Centrepay need to:
1. registration; 2. licensing and accreditation; 3. financial
and privacy laws; 4. layby services.

User Profile

I follow all financial and privacy laws. My child is not 
isolated from school. We live in Philadelphia.

(a) Example 1.

Initial Request

Can I get Cold Weather Payments?

Dialogue Context

S: Do you have a child under 5 living with you?

U: No

S: Do you get the disabled child amount in your claim?

U: No

Generated response

Ground Truth Do you get the limited capability for work?

MAS2S Do you have the capability for work?

Seq2Seq No

Task Domain Knowledge

You’ll get Cold Weather Payments if you get Universal
Credit, and one of the following apply: 1. you get a limited
capability for work amount; 2. you get the disabled child
amount; 3. you have a child under 5 living with you.

User Profile

I am unemployed and my EHC is still valid.

(b) Example 2.

Figure 5: Case study on MAS2S and Seq2Seq on TaskClariQ. The generated response in green is a correctly
predicted one, while the generated response in red is an incorrectly predicted one. The reason for generation is
grounded to text in task knowledge and user profile in the same color.

shows the results on TaskClariQ in terms of BLEU-545

1, ROUGE-L, Accuracy, and F1. From the results546

we can see that without confidence embeddings547

network the performances deteriorate considerably.548

We conjecture that this is due to the attention mech-549

anisms focused on task knowledge learn better se-550

mantic embeddings of dialogue and user profile.551

Therefore, MAS2S provides a more accurate indi-552

cation of asking clarification question or providing553

solution to users.554

7.2 Case Study555

We make qualitative analysis on the results of556

MAS2S and Seq2Seq baseline on TaskClariQ. We557

find that MAS2S makes more accurate response by558

leveraging the relation existing in the dialogue, user559

profile and task knowledge. For example, in the560

first case in Figure 5, the user profile mentions that561

"I follow all financial and privacy laws". MAS2S562

can correctly infer that system needs to ask clar-563

ification question about "registration" instead of564

"financial and privacy laws". In the second case,565

the system needs to confirm whether the user "gets566

a limited capability for work amount". MAS2S can567

effectively extract the relation between dialogue,568

task knowledge, and user profile, yielding a correct569

result. In contrast, Seq2Seq does not model the 570

relations accurately and represent the confidence 571

of the solution prediction. Thus it cannot properly 572

generate the system response. 573

8 Conclusion 574

In this work, we introduced the task of asking 575

clarification questions in task-oriented dialogue. 576

We proposed a dialogue-based user simulator to 577

construct and release a new data collection called 578

TaskClariQ. We proposed a System Ask paradigm 579

towards task-oriented dialogue. Based on this 580

paradigm, we further proposed a Multi-Attention 581

Seq2Seq Networks (MAS2S) as well as its solution 582

confidence embedding network, which integrates 583

the power of both sequential modeling and atten- 584

tion mechanisms. Experiments on TaskClariQ veri- 585

fied the performance of our approach against state- 586

of-the-art task-oriented dialogue baselines. The 587

research on asking clarification questions in task- 588

oriented dialogue is still in its initial stage, and this 589

work is just one of our first steps. In the future, 590

the proposed paradigm may also be extended to 591

more complex scenarios, such as considering task 592

relation, dialogue relation, multimodal, etc. 593
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